Extend Your Enterprise

Manage Cases, Share Files and Connect Legal Teams—Effortlessly

In this era of multi-firm, cross-border collaboration, corporations and their counsel need better and more efficient ways to manage cases and insurance claims. Catalyst XE provides a central repository for case and matter files allowing your legal team to share information securely and seamlessly.

XE’s simple interface allows you to manage thousands of matters.

Designed for Legal Collaboration

Refined over a decade, Catalyst XE provides a central repository for cases, claims and financial transactions:

- Upload pleadings, email, correspondence and case files
- Share calendars, contacts and task assignments
- Send email to case folders automatically
- Enable powerful search across matters and case reporting
- Work together efficiently across offices and borders

Familiar User Interface

Designed to look and work like Outlook, the Catalyst web-based system allows users to upload pleadings, correspondence, email and work product in folders you create. It also allows you to share calendars, tasks and contacts, and collaborate on all aspects of the transaction.

Secure, Hosted Software

Catalyst XE is a secure, hosted service, delivered over the Internet cloud. That saves you from having to buy, install, manage and support software yourself. Our security has been tested and approved by many of the largest corporations in the world, which use Catalyst to manage thousands of cases and claims.

Manage it Yourself and Save

Site administrators run Catalyst XE from start to finish. Set up new matters yourself, add users and build out the folder structure to meet your needs. There are no practical limits to the number of cases you can manage or levels you can create. Your savings come from efficiencies gained (reduced billables) and lower costs managing cases, claims and electronic documents.

The Catalyst Advantage—Hosted Legal Collaboration Software

With Catalyst XE, you can manage cases, claims and financial transactions from one central platform. Corporations use it to connect outside counsel on all of their cases. Insurance companies use it to manage thousands of claims. Bankers use it for deal rooms. Law firms use it to share files for client extranets. All benefit from the time and cost savings of a coordinated legal team. That’s the Catalyst Advantage.